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26. + 27 February 2020 / Garmisch-Partenkirchen

9th Broadband Symposium and Open House 2020
Digital transformation trends under discussion by the broadband industry
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany, 3 December 2019 – For the 9th time in a row, the
international broadband industry is coming together for the Broadband Symposium and
Open House in Garmisch-Partenkirchen on 26 and 27 February 2020. With a regular
audience of more than 500 visitors, the annual event has become one of the most
important meeting points in the sector. The event is organised by the local company
Langmatz GmbH, which launched it back in 2012. The Broadband Symposium boasts a
forum for participants to discuss and exchange wide-ranging information about the latest
trends during expert presentations, discussions and workshops.

This year, hot topics, including alternative technologies for service connections and the
importance of the new 5G mobile telecommunications standard, feature on the agenda.
Discussions will also be held on global digital transformation megatrends, such as smart cities
and the resulting market developments, and the creation of networks by general contractors
will be considered. At the Open House on the second day, participants will have the
opportunity to get an idea of new product developments and offers in the exhibitors' tent for
the 32 partner companies from the FTTx sector in the Olympic Ski Stadium. A new event
concept also awaits visitors: "We hope that our new presentation and workshop concept will
enable participants to delve even deeper into topics that are important to them. We are
aiming for greater sharing of expertise and more time for personal interactions”, explains the
company.

Further information can be found at: https://langmatz.de/en/
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Annual meeting point for the broadband industry: the popular Broadband Symposium in
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany (archive image). Photo: Langmatz
Note for the editorial staff:
Did you know that innovative and visionary patents are being developed in the Alps? When
innovation meets performance, smart technical system solutions are developed in
telecommunications, power and traffic engineering. Headquartered in GarmischPartenkirchen, Germany, Langmatz GmbH is an innovative, medium-sized company
specialising in plastic and metal processing. The company develops, produces and markets
infrastructure components, such as manholes, underground distribution systems, signalrequesting devices, radio-ripple control receivers and components for optical-fibre
expansion. Langmatz GmbH is the market leader for polycarbonate manholes.
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